
martin m 36 vs m38

martin m 36 vs m38 reviews
‘I have the original M-36, not the reissue, It and the M-38 were designed with input from Tom
Paxton and Steve Goodman (mostly Paxton) as guitars primarily for stage and studio-(to be
either miked or plugged
in). Back when they were designed, the M-38 came first, with more bling (bound headstock,
abalone rosette and bnding, ebony bridge). It was Tom Paxton's main stage guitar The M-36
was suggested by Steve
Goodman as a more affordable alternative for the working musician, with plain b/w rosette,
ivoroid binding and rosewood bridge. It's the model he ended up playing--and was the reason
he asked to borrow
mine when he arrived sans axe and saw it at the WFMT New Year's Eve party in the wee hrs. of
1/1/82 (and how could anyone say no).
I don't know what non-cosmetic differences there are in the newer models, but in those days
both had 3-pc. Indian rosewood backs (the earliest may have even had a Braz. center piece).
The Sitka tops had
aging toner, and the sides were Indian rosewood as well. AFAIK, they were sonically identical
and had identical action too. They were braced for and came with mediums, but most players
switched over to lights
(though I found bluegrass gauge--GHS, not Martin--to be the perfect partner for it back then).
They also had dread depth at the very lower bout but tapered up to OM/000 depth at the upper,
so they felt comfy
for women and those with shorter arms yet still gave plenty of bass. The top and back shape
was identical to the old 0000 or Auditorium model, based on the old archtops. Thus, the M
series was a brand-new
hybrid--neither jumbo (J) nor 0000. The newer J series is shaped the same but with dread depth
throughout, like a slightly smaller and slimmer-waisted Taylor GS shape; I believe the M-36/38
reissues may be
OM depth and only the 38 has a 3-piece all-rosewood back.
I love my M-36 and will probably NEVER sell it. It was my very first Martin.’
‘ I don't know that Goodman or Paxton had any input in the M style guitars. I saw both of them
perform with M-38s. The original concept came from a guitar built for David Bromberg where a
30s F model archtop
Martin had the top replaced with a flat top. Pretty sure Bromberg had input into the M model
design.
The original M-38 and M-36 had ebony fretboards and rosewood bridges. The M-38 had a 2
piece back and the M-36 had a 3 piece back. The only abalone on the M-38 is around the
soundhole. I have an 1980
M-38. The reissues are the same but have forward shifted top bracing where the originals didn't.
The custom model, 0000-28H has an ebony fretboard and bridge and herringbone around the
top. None of the M
or 0000 models have ever been dreadnought depth. They are the same depth as 000 or OM
models. The J models were first introduced in the 80s and are dreadnought depth. The M, 0000
and J models are the
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only flat top Martins with a 16 in lower bout width.Recently Martin issued a David Bromberg
model, M-42 with abalone top binding. They still make the M-38, the M-36, the J40. Custom
0000-28H can be ordered
from Musician's Friend. The M-18 can be ordered from Gruhn Guitars in Nashville.’
'Below are the only differences, is having a three piece back a price advantage? Is having a
diamond on the head stock a price disadvantage? Again abalone V style 28 an price
differential? With the D-35 versus
the D-28 the binding I suspect is a significant price differnce. I would imagine that the two piece
back is more valuable then a three piece back. I know that abalone costs and is justification for
higher pricing. If it
were my money I'd choose the cheaper instrument.
MODEL M-36
ROSETTE: Style 28
BACK PURFLING: Style 35
HEADSTOCK: Solid/Square Taper
PICKGUARD: Delmar Tortoise Color - Beveled & Polished
MODEL M-38
ROSETTE: Style 45
BACK PURFLING: Style 45
HEADSTOCK: Solid/Diamond/SquareTaper
PICKGUARD: Tortoise Color - Beveled & Polished'
'About 14 years ago I spent a year or two playing every guitar I could get my hands on (even
traveled fairly far to visit certain music stores) and the ones I liked the best were the older M
series Martins. I ended
up buying a '79 Martin M-38 and have yet to play a guitar I like better. The only two that have
come close were two M-36 models from around the same time period. The differences between
the M-38 and M-36
models were subtle.To me, the M/0000 models have some of the growl/depth of a dread, but
also have much of the clarity/directness of the 000 models. Strummed they sound lush, but
fingerpicked the notes are
articulate in a way that they are not with many dreads. The bass is deep but not flabby and the
trebles are clear. It is very versatile. If I were going to own only one decent guitar, one of these
would be it.
Actually, one of these is it. Just my opinions here, of course.'
Each one of our guitars is unique in it's own way. Ready to find your perfect acoustic
guitar?Whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned player,you will both need a Guitar of Your
Own,with the right features for
you.With so many body styles, woods, price points, and other important features that can set a
quality acoustic guitar apart in tone and playability, how do you navigate through all of these
options to find the
one that’s just right for you?We specialize in affordable custom made guitars with many shapes
and stypes. It is our mission to provide an instrument that surpasses expectations in beauty and
quality, at a price
that working musicians can easily afford.Go CUSTOM! Custom Martin d 45 dreadnought
acoustic guitar,martin d 45e retro,martin d 45v vintage,martin d 45s acoustic guitar,martin d 28v
vintage,martin d28 1941
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authentic,martin d 28 standard series,martin d28 marquis,martin d35 vs martin hd 35,martin d28
vs hd28,martin hd 28v va martin d 28 vs hd 28e retro,martin d 18,martin d41,d 42,om 45 om45
authentic
vts,martin om 42,martin om28,martin 000 28s,martin ooo 28ec eric clapton signature,martin
00-42sc stage coach,martin 00 18v,00 28 oo-28vs oo28 grand concert acoustic guitar,martin
small guitars,best
acoustic guitars, custom taylor k 22ce, k 24ce,916ce,810ce,914ce
concert,814ce,714ce,516ce,614ce,custom chibsongibson j200 sj200,hummingbird, elvis presley
signature dove,j 45 vs hummingbird vs d 45 vs
d28 vs d45, prs, 1959 goldtop les paul lp,7v,1960s strat,merle haggard signature tele,usa
cusstom guitars,music man majesty guitar,we build include Jumbo,Small Jumbo, Parlor,
Dreadnought,
Auditorium,Concert,Orchestr and many more.We have an extensive collection of premium
domestic and exotic tonewoods that are dried and ready for use.With our guidance you will
choose every detail of your
guitar. Traditional options include cutaway,headstock design, binding, tuners, etc.
More unique features include wedged body, beveled armrest, soundport and more.6 String
Guitars?7String Guitars?8String Guitars?To get more information and best guitar price from
info@guitarsofchina.com
WhatsApp: +8613305315989
008613305315989
www.greatguitarshop.com
www.guitarchordsshop.com
https://www.facebook.com/goodcustomguitars
https://www.facebook.com/guitarchordsshop
Ready to custom a Martin m36 m38 acoustic guitar of your own?Now go custom!
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